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This diagram illustrates the path of the sun and the altitude of the noon sun on the

celestial sphere for an observer in New York State (latitude 43N) at the beginning of each

season. Label each month for the paths drawn in the diagram below
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Base your answers to questions 32 through 3b on the diagram provided which shows observations made
by a sailor who

left his ship and landed on a small deserted island on June 21. The diagram represents the apparent path
of the Sun and

the position of Polaris, as observed by the sailor on this island.
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Sailor's Observations on the Deserted Island
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32. The sailor observed a 1-hour difference between solar noon on the island and solar noon at his last
measured

longitude onboard his ship. How many degrees of longitude is the island from the sailor's last measured
longitude

onboard his ship? Ihr- 150

150 difference

33. Based on the sailor's observations, what is the latitude of this island? Include the units and the
compass direction in

23.5N 0 Look @ Polaris (2) June 2l noon his 90

24. The sailor was still on the island on September 23. On the diagram provided draw the Sun's
apparentpath for

September 23, as it would have appeared to the sailor. Be sure your September 23 path indicates the
correct altitude

of the noon Sun and begins and ends at the correct points on the horizon. O due Eldue w tor.

sunrise/set (2) altitude is 90-23.5- lolo.5o 3 connect Doins

35. On the diagram provided draw an arrow on the June 21 path of the Sun to show the Sun's direction of
apparent

movement from sunrise to sunset.

36. Explain why the apparent diameter of the Sun changes throughout the year as Earth revolves around
the sun..

BIC 's orbit is elliptical, slightly

eccentric, nearly circular, not arcular...
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Sun's Path in New York State
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Directions: Match the letter of the path with the statement

e summer time path

Shadows-longest at sunrise/ set

2. A Winter time path

(daily) -Shortest at noon

- Spring and Fall path

Sun rises in South-east

Sun rises in North-east

Sun rises exactly East

Highest noontime sun

A Lowest noon time sun

Longest noonshadow with lowest angle of insolation

Shortest noonshadow with highest angle of insolation

11. C Longest amount of daylight

A shortest amount of daylight

13. A Sunsets in south-wet

C Sunsets in North-west

15. B Sunsets exactly west

16. A Sun is out for 9 hours and is about 125 degrees above horizon

17. B Sun is out for 12 hours and is about a degrees above horizon 48

18. C Sun is out for 15 hours and is about 645 degrees above horizon 71

19. What direction do you look to see the noon sun? South

20. What direction does the sun rise and set? rise- o set-w

21. What direction does your noon time shadow point? North ODPosite

22. What direction does your morning time shadow point? w whe sun

23. What direction does your evening shadow point?

E

24. From sunrise to noon, what happens to size of shadows? decr. 10

25. From noon to sunset, what happens to size of shadows? INCR.

Toucaunuas du&um .
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Name:

Earth Science

Date:

Period:

Celestial Spheres Practice

Base your answers to questions through 5 on the diagram below, which represents a model of the

sky above a vertical post in New York State) The diagram shows the positions of the Sun at solar

noon on September 23 and the position of Polaris above the horizon.
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1. On the diagram above, draw the apparent path of the Sun across the sky on September 23 from

sunrise to sunset. Steps plot sunrise set due E /W), 2 pot solar

noon (48)-done for you  connect the points with a line

2. On the diagram above, draw the shadow of the vertical post as it would appear at șolar noon on

September 23. Shadows @ noon inny always point N.

don't make it shorter than the stick or really long

3. Place an X on the diagram to indicate the altitude of the Sun at solar noon on June 21..

SO... You should have memorized them by now but...

Just add 23.5 to the value already there (48 +23.5=71.

50)

4. How many degrees will the Sun appear to move across the sky from 1p.m. to 3p.m. on June 21?

o Rotates 15/hr so there is a zhr diff bt.

1-3pm. Zhrx 150/hr = 300 FYI... It doesn't matter

what day it was.

At which latitude is this vertical post located? Include the unit and compass direction in your

answer. Look @ Polaris - 420 so we are at 42N
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Base your answers to questions 6 through I on the diagram in your answer booklet and on your

knowledge of Earth science. The diagram is a model of the sky (celestial sphere) for an observer at

50 N latitude. TThe Sun's apparent path on June 21 is shown. Point A is a position along the sun's

apparent path. Angular distances above the horizon are indicated.
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6. On the celestial sphere diagram above, place an X on the Sun's apparent path on June 21 to

show the Sun's position when the observer's shadow would be the longest.

Tongest shadows at sunrise lset - 2 possible

I answers

7. The Sun travels 45 in its apparent path between the noon position and point A. Identify the time

When the Sun is at point A. Include a.m. or p.m. with your answer.

45o = 3hrs blc  Rotates noon +3hrs=3pm

1 15/hr

8. Describe the general relationship between the length of the Sun's apparent path and the duration

of daylight.

direct relationship

as length d duration 1 & vise versa

onis

e

150/hr -

9.

On the celestial sphere diagram above, place an asterisk (*) on the celestial sphere to indicate the

altitude of Polaris at this location.

Dassage above says that you are @ SOON

so to p=500.00 Northern Sky

 K. Coder 2015
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9401 1 - Page 1

Name:

Sun's Path & Shadows Questions Worksheet

Questions

through a refer to the following:

The diagram below represents the Sun's apparent paths as viewed by an observer located at 50N latitude
on June 21 and March 21.

The data table shows the sun's maximum altitude for the same two dates of the year. The sun's
maximum altitude for December 21 has

been left blank
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Which statement best compares the intensity and angle of insolation at noon on March 21 and June 21?

(A) The intensity and angle of insolation are greateston June 21.

The intensity of insolation is greateston June 21 and the angle of insolation is greatest on March 21.

C) The intensity of insolation is greatest on March 21 and the angle of insolation is greatest on June 21.

D) The intensity and angle of insolation are greatest on March 21.

Which graph best represents the relationship between the time of day and the length of a shadow castby
the observer on

March 212

- 2)
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Which diagram represents the approximate location of the Sun at3p.m. on March 21?
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Which value should be placed in the given data table for the Sun's maximum altitude on December 21?

A) 90

B) 40

6 16.5

D) 23.5

On which day of the year does the Sun reach the greatest altitude atsolar noon in New York City?

A) July 21

1st day of

C) August 21

B) September 21

summer

(0) June 21
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got Page 2

The diagram below shows the shadow cast by a telephone pole on March 21 at solar noon at a location
in New York State.

The diagram belowsh

Shadow Cast on March 21

Which shadow was cast by the same telephone pole on June 21 at solar noon?

t June 21 Sestat

Joezit

needs to be in

the same

direction (North)

but shorter ble

the sun is higher

in the sky in June

During which month does the Sun appear to rise farthest north of due east for an observer in New York
State?

A) July

B) December

C) January

b) June

A tree in New York State casts a shadow as shown in the diagram below.

ol

Hard Question

Owe see the sun sw

So... setting in

the winter

HORIZON

SOUTH

WEST

What time of day and season are represented by the diagram?

A late afternoon in scother would

(c) late afternoon in winter

B) early morning in super have to ?

D) earlyorning in winter

Questions 9 and 10 refer to the following:

N of w

The diagram below represents a model of the sky above a vertical postin New York State. The diagram
shows the position of the Sun at

solarnoon on September 23 and the position of Polaris above the horizon.
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on the diagram provided, draw the apparent path of the Sun across the skyon September 23 from sunrise
to sunset

9)

(a)

(b)

On the same diagram, draw the shadow of the vertical postas it would appearatsolar noon on September
23.

(c) Place anx on the diagram to indicate the altitude of the Sun atsolar noon on June 21.

10)

How many degrees will the sun in the given diagram appear to move across the sky from yp.m. to 3p.m.
on June 21?

(LHR)

on June 212 30
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